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Matt Cutler’s clarity of vision is matched only by his restlessness. You
know what you’re going to get with every album he makes as Lone—
candy-colored chords, twinkly melodies, an aesthetic that’s half space-
age and half New Age. What’s harder to tell is what style he’ll be working
in. The basic elements of his sound are easily transferrable to any genre,
and though the bulk of his work is instrumental hip hop, he’s so good at
making house and throwback rave that you’d be forgiven for thinking of
him first and foremost as a dance producer. The only difference album to
album is really the drums. It’s not hard to imagine him making, say, a
good footwork album if he just upped the BPM to 160. If he cut the drums
out entirely, he’d have a solid ambient record.

His seventh album Levitate feels a bit like a kid sister to his 2012 crown
jewel Galaxy Garden, a genre-blurring whirlwind inspired by rave music but whose scratch-made breakbeats made
it barely recognizable as such. Here, the breakbeats might as well have been downloaded from YouTube. This is
more or less a straight-up rave album, and it’s a more genre-specific album than we’re used to from Lone; in fact,
it’s the first time since the Madlib worship of his early albums that he’s zeroed in on one sound like this. Even 2014’s
Reality Testing, which was more or less a hip hop album, featured a couple house bangers. (He ditches hip hop
entirely here.)

It’s not the most immediately satisfying Lone release in part due to its more-or-less strict adherence to one style and
also because of its short length. Cutler has described it as a “blast,” but that implies a more visceral thrill than this
album provides. Levitate works because of the same factors that make every other Lone album work: gorgeous
synths and luxuriant sound design. Lone’s sound is meant to be savored, so Levitate’s slightness might disappoint
some fans. It’s 33 minutes, about a quarter of that runtime split between a trio of ambient interludes. But Cutler’s
prolific, his sound’s showing no signs of wear, and Levitate’s still a hell of a listen.

Little moments often make the songs, like the Boards of Canada synths on “Sleepwalkers” or the clipped vocal
sample on “Vapour Trail.” There are also some fantastic breakdowns; Cutler has a great knack for knowing when
and where to cut certain elements out and reintroduce them. Even when his beats are frustratingly simple, as they
often are, they’re made with care and confidence. There’s a moment on “Triple Helix” where Cutler starts absent-
mindedly fiddling with the pitch-bend knob on his keyboard, then seemingly wakes up and chops up what he
recorded into a nifty percussive element. Cutler is not a guy who cuts corners.

Levitate is a relatively minor release in the Lone catalog, and it’ll probably get fewer retrospective plays than Galaxy
Garden or his excellent, recently reissued instrumental hip hop albums Lemurian and Ecstasy & Friends. But, as
with every other Lone album, it sounds like the best thing in the world while it’s on. Cutler is one of electronic
music’s true treasures, and even minor releases such as this are essential listening for any fan of the genre.
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